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ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with the development, processing and characterization of
position sensitive detectors and, in addition, to the development of compact and
cost effective spectrometers.
Position sensitive detectors are used to measure, with great accuracy and speed,
the position of a light spot incident on the surface. Their main use is for
triangulation, displacement and vibration measurements.
A type of position sensitive detector based on the MOS principle and using
optically transparent indium tin oxide as a gate contact has been developed. This
type of detector utilizes the MOS principle where an induced channel forms
beneath the gate oxide in the surface of the Silicon substrate.
One and two dimensional detectors have both been fabricated and characterized.
The first measurements showed that the linearity did not fulfil expectations and it
was suspected that stress induced by the gate contact could be the reason for the
seemingly high nonlinearity.
Further investigations into both the p-n junction and the MOS type position
sensitive detectors lead to the conclusion that the indium tin oxide gate is
responsible for inducing a substantial stress in the surface of the detector, thus
giving rise to increased position nonlinearity. The heat treatment step which was
conducted was determined to be critical as either a too short or too long heat
treatment resulted in stress in the gate and channel leading to position nonlinearity.
If a correctly timed heat treatment is performed then the detector’s linearity is in
parity with the best commercial position sensitive detectors.
In addition, the development of very small, compact and cost effective
spectrometers has been performed with the aim of constructing devices for use in
the process industry. The development of a wedge shaped array of Fabry-Perot
interferometers that can be mounted directly on top of a detector makes it possible
to construct a very compact spectrometer using the minimum amount of optics.
This wedge interferometer has been evaluated by means of array pixel detectors
and position sensitive detectors for both the infrared and the visible wavelength
ranges.
When used with a position sensitive detector it is necessary to use a slit to
record the intensity of the interferogram for many points over the detector,
equivalent to pixels on an array detector. Usually the use of moving parts in a
spectrometer will impose the use of high precision scanning mechanisms and
calibration. By using a position sensitive detector for the interferogram readout
both the position and the intensity are known for every measurement point and thus
the demands placed on the scanning system are minimized.
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SAMMANDRAG
Denna avhandling behandlar utveckling, processning och karakterisering av
positionskänsliga detektorer och även utveckling av kompakta, kostnadseffektiva
spektrometrar.
Positionskänsliga detektorer används för att mäta positionen av en infallande
ljuspunkt på ytan med hög noggrannhet och hastighet. Det huvudsakliga
användningsområdet är triangulering, förskjutnings och vibrationsmätningar.
En typ av positionskänslig detektor baserad på MOS principen och som
använder optiskt transparent indium-tenn-oxid som ”gate” kontakt har utvecklats
och karakteriserats. Denna typ av detektor utnyttjar MOS principen där en
inducerad kanal bildas under ”gate” oxiden i ytan på kiselsubstratet.
Både en endimensionell och en tvådimensionell detektor har tillverkats och
karakteriserats. De första mätningarna visade på att linjäriteten inte var den
förväntade och det misstänktes att stress inducerad av ”gate” kontakten kunde vara
orsaken till den tillsynes för höga ickelinjäriteten.
Ytterligare undersökning på både p-n och MOS positionskänsliga detektorer
ledde till slutsatsen att indium-tenn-oxid ”gate” kontakten är ansvarig för att orsaka
en väsentlig stress i ytan på detektorn och därigenom orsaka ökad olinjäritet i
positionsbestämningen. Värmebehandlingssteget som utförs fastställdes vara
kritiskt där en för kort eller för lång värmebehandling resulterar i stress i ”gate”
kontakten och kanalen som leder till olinjäritet. Om en korrekt värmebehandling
utförs så är de tillverkade detektorernas linjäritet i paritet med de bästa
kommersiella positionskänsliga detektorerna.
Utveckling av väldigt små, kompakta och kostnadseffektiva spektrometrar har
också utförts med målet att konstruera enheter för användning i process industrin.
Utvecklingen av en kilformad ”array” av Fabry-Perot interferometrar som kan
monteras direkt på en detektor gör det möjligt att konstruera en väldigt kompakt
spektrometer med minimalt med optik. Denna kilformade interferometer har
utvärderats med arraydetektorer, både för det infraröda och det synliga
våglängdsområdet, och också med positionskänsliga detektorer.
När den används med en positionskänslig detektor så är det nödvändigt att
använda en springa att begränsa ljuset med för att registrera intensiteten av
interferrogrammet i många punkter över detektorn, vilket är likvärdigt med pixlar
på en arraydetektor. Vanligtvis gör användandet av rörliga delar i en spektrometer
att mekanismer med hög precision och kalibrering måste användas. Genom att
använda en positionskänslig detektor för att läsa ut interferrogrammet så kommer
både positionen såväl som ljusintensiteten att vara känd i varje mätpunkt och därför
minimeras kravet på förflyttningsmekanismen.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The ability to measure different physical parameters is of growing importance
both in industrial applications and consumer products. This includes the detection
and quantifying of light, or photon radiation.
For this purpose photodetectors are used which convert light into a recordable
electrical signal such as a current or voltage.
The electromagnetic spectrum shown in figure 1, shows how vast the
wavelength range of light is compared to the visible part of the spectrum [1].
Photon detectors are commonly manufactured for the ultraviolet, visible and
infrared wavelength bands.

Figure 1: The electromagnetic spectrum showing the different light bands. From [1].

The most common material for photon detectors is silicon (Si), which is the
foundation of the semiconductor industry and used in almost all micro electronic
components. The Si process technology is well developed and the production costs
are relatively low because of the large production quantities. In addition, the read
out electronics can be integrated on the same chip as the detector. The limitation of
Si mainly concerns the wavelength range in which it can detect light. Because Si
has a bandgap of 1.1eV the cut-off wavelength is approximately 1.1µm which
means it works well for visible, but is unsuitable for infrared detectors.
A vast range of photon detectors exist for different wavelength ranges and
applications. A special class is the position sensitive detectors (PSD) whose
purpose it is to measure, with high accuracy and speed, the position of light, or
particle radiation, incident on its surface. They can be designed to measure the
position of the light in either one or two dimensions.
1

These devices are important for many applications. Their main use is
triangulation, displacement and vibration measurements and can be found in such
diverse applications as vibration measurements for bridges and railroad tracks and
measuring the position of the cantilever in atomic force microscopes.
Position sensitive detectors can be designed in segments, where each segment
consists of a discrete photodiode which gives an output signal proportional to the
incident light. By determining the relative ratio of the output signal from each
segment the position of the light spot can be determined.
Another very common variant involves position sensitive detectors that are
based on the lateral photo effect. In this case the active area consists of a discrete
photodiode with two or four contacts depending if it is a one or two dimensional
detector. The current generated by the incident light is divided between the
contacts in proportion to the resistance between the generation site and the
contacts. The position of the light is determined by the ratio of these currents. The
lateral photo effect is credited with having been discovered, or rediscovered, by
Wallmark in 1957 [2]. The effect had originally been described by Schottky in
1930 [3]. Shortly after Wallmark, the effect was investigated and further elaborated
by Lucovsky [4] and development has since been continued by many researchers
[5],[6].
A selection of one dimensional lateral effect position sensitive detectors of
different lengths are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Photograph of lateral effect PSDs based on the MOS principle where a channel is
formed under the gate contact covering the active area, here seen as the blue area
covering the detectors.

These detectors are not based on the standard p-n junction diode but instead on
the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) principle commonly used for MOS
transistors in which a conducting channel is created beneath the isolated gate
contact by applying an electrical field.
A very common usage of matrix photon detectors for consumer products is in
the digital camera, where a Si matrix detector is used to record the photograph
instead of a photographic film. In this application it is necessary to measure the
light intensity at many different points over a small area in order to build up a
picture; therefore they consist of many millions of small pixels. The demand for
determining the lights spectral content is limited to basically resolving three
wavelength ranges, namely red green and blue in order to be able to form a colour
2

picture acceptable to the human eye. This is usually accomplished by applying
colour filters directly onto the pixels.
In contrast, an important industrial and research application is optical
spectroscopy, in which the main purpose is to measure the wavelength content of
the incident light, often with a resolution of a few nm or less. In industry,
spectrometers are used extensively for process and quality control. For example by
measuring the absorption of different wavelengths it is possible to determine both
the content and the amount of substances in a sample. In this case, the most
essential parameter is to determine the intensity of the wavelength distribution.
Spectrometers are commonly based on an interferometer or grating that
separates the incoming light with respect to the wavelength. Alternatively filters
can be used, but in this case the spectral resolution is limited by the number of
filters. A single detector or detector array will measure the intensity of the
distributed light which makes it possible to obtain or reconstruct the spectral
content of the light in real time.
It is possible to construct a very compact spectrometer by using a design in
which a multi channel Fabry-Perot interferometer is used. The basic idea is to
attach a wedge shaped array of Fabry-Perot interferometers on top of pixel detector
array or position sensitive detector. This interferometer array will produce an
interference pattern and the pixel detector array or position sensitive detector is
used to measure the intensity. By processing the signal the spectral content can be
extracted. This design does not require intermediate optics between the
interferometer and detector and allows for a reliable and very compact
construction.
In this thesis, both studies of and the development of position sensitive detectors
have been performed. One and two dimensional position sensitive detectors based
on the MOS principle using indium-tin-oxide (ITO) as a gate contact have been
processed and characterized. Additionally, studies of how to construct compact and
cost effective spectrometers and the use of position sensitive detectors in
spectroscopic applications have been investigated. The focus has been on the
development by means of experimentation and measurements. The overall aim has
been to develop and improve position sensitive detectors and to examine their
potential use in compact spectrometers.

3

1.1

THESIS OUTLINE

Chapter 2: Describes the properties of p-n junction photodiodes.
Chapter 3: Describes the fundamentals of MOS Field-Effect transistors.
Chapter 4: Describes position sensitive detectors, both one and two dimensional
and the development of position sensitive detectors based on the MOS
principle.
Chapter 5: Discusses the effect that stress can have on the position linearity of
position sensitive detectors.
Chapter 6: Describes optical spectrometers and the possibility of manufacturing a
very compact spectrometer based on a wedge shaped array of FabryPerot interferometers integrated with a pixel detector array or position
sensitive detector.
Chapter 7: Describes electroless deposition of Nickel in Porous Silicon and the
different possibilities for this special material
Chapter 8: Summary of publications
Chapter 9: Thesis summary
Chapter 10: References
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2

PROPERTIES OF PHOTODIODES

To determine the intensity of light it is necessary to convert the incoming
photons into a measurable signal. For this purpose a photodetector is used. Several
classes of photodetectors exist and the two most common types are the
photoconductor and the photodiode.
A photoconductor consists of a material in which the resistance changes with
incident light intensity. The resistance change is measured by monitoring a bias
voltage that is applied across contacts on the photoconductor.
In a photodiode an electrical current is produced by energy transfer from the
photons to electrons in the semiconductor material. For this to occur, the energy of
the incident photons must be at least as large as the band gap of the semiconductor
material.
Lateral effect position sensitive detectors are rarely manufactured out of
photoconductors because of the difficulty in obtaining position information. Some
attempts at manufacturing position sensitive detectors using photoconductive
material have been conducted, but in these cases a thin metal strip works as a
resistive divider and the photoconductor material as a shunt to ground potential
when illuminated [7][8].
A p-n junction photodiode is manufactured by introducing a p-type dopant in an
n-type bulk semiconductor (or vice versa). The depletion region thus formed has a
high internal electrical field across it. When light of sufficient energy is incident to
the photodiode, electron-hole pairs are created. If this occurs within the depletion
region the carriers will be separated by the electrical field across it. If the electronhole pairs are formed outside the depletion region they can still contribute to the
photocurrent if they are able to diffuse to the edge of the depletion region before
they recombine. In figure 3 the operation of a photodiode with incident light
forming electron-hole pairs in the p-layer, depletion region and n-type bulk is
displayed. The resulting current is called the photocurrent and is related to the
intensity of the incident light.
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Figure 3: Drawing of a photodiode showing the electron hole pairs resulting from incident
light in p-type layer, depletion region and n-type bulk material.

2.1

PHOTOCURRENT

The photocurrent is the current due to optically generated carriers caused by
incident light. Carriers generated in the depletion region and within a diffusion
length from the depletion region on each side of the junction are separated by the
electrical field. Electrons are swept to the n-side and holes to the p-side of the
junction and the current resulting from these optically generated carriers is defined
as the optical generation current [9].

(

I op = qAg op L p + Ln + W

)

(eq. 1)

where q is the electrical charge, gop the generation rate per volume and time
(EHP/cm-3-s) and A the cross sectional area of the device. Lp and Ln are the lengths
of the n and p-type materials within a diffusion length from the depletion region
given by

Ln, p = (2 ⋅ Dn, pτ n, p )

(eq. 2)

where Dn,p is the diffusion coefficient of the electrons or holes respectively, and τn,p
is the recombination lifetime for electrons or holes. The width of the depletion
region, W, if assuming a highly doped abrupt junction is given by [10]
W=

2ε sVbi
qN B
6

(eq. 3)

where εs is the dielectric constant, Vbi the built in potential and bias voltage and NB
the doping, (p or n depending on the dopant).
When combined with the diode equation this gives the total current from the
detector [9]. The diode equation is

I d = I L (e qV / kT − 1)

(eq. 4)

which combined with the optical generation current can be written as
I P = I L (e qV / kT − 1) − I op

(eq. 5)

where V is the bias voltage. To obtain the total current from the detector the diode
reverse current is added [10]. The diode reverse current, also designated leakage
current, for a Si photodiode can be written as
IL = A⋅ q

D p ni2
qn W
+ i
τ p ND
τe

(eq. 6)

where τp and τe are the recombination lifetimes for holes and electrons, Dp is the
diffusion coefficient for holes, ND the doping concentration, ni the intrinsic carrier
concentration, W the depletion width, q the elementary charge and A the area.
The intrinsic carrier concentration, ni, is given by
ni = N c N v e

− ( E g / 2 kT )

(eq. 7)

where Nc and Nv are the effective densities of states in the conduction and valance
bands, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature in degrees Kelvin.
Generally photodiodes are operated under reverse bias to increase the depletion
region width and also to lower the capacitance. In addition, the carrier transit time
is lower due to a higher drift velocity in the higher electrical field.
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Figure 4: Typical measured I-V characteristics of a Si photodiode without illumination
(solid line) and with illumination (dashed line with circles).

2.2

QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

The internal quantum efficiency (Q.E) is defined as the number of electron-hole
pairs generated by each incident photon on the photodiode [10]

η i = ( I op / q ) / (Popt / hν )

(eq. 8)

where Iop is the photogenerated current when Popt energy is absorbed at a
wavelength corresponding to the photon energy hν where h is Planck’s constant
and ν the lights frequency. For an ideal photodiode ηi=1. External quantum
efficiency is also a used quantity and this is the ratio of total incident photons to
that absorbed, Popt. This depends on the absorption coefficient at different
wavelengths, recombination and reflection of incident light. To obtain the total
electron hole pairs generated, the external Q.E is multiplied by the internal Q.E.
2.3

RESPONSIVITY

An often used figure of merit for photodiodes is the responsivity which relates the
produced photocurrent to the input power of the light [10],[11].
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ℜ=

I op
Popt

=

ηq ηλ
=
(A/W)
hν 1.24

(eq. 9)

where q is electronic charge, λ is the wavelength in µm and η the quantum
efficiency for this wavelength and h is Planck’s constant. As can be seen the
responsivity is wavelength dependent and usually a plot of ℜ vs. wavelength is
given to show the detector characteristics. In figure 5 a typical responsivity plot for
a Si photodiode is shown. It should be noted that the increasing ℜ with longer
wavelengths reflects the fact that the unit is A/W and therefore the number of
photons required for a specific power in W will increase with decreasing photon
energy but it will still be the number of photons that determines the number of
electron hole pairs created.

Figure 5: Typical responsivity of a Silicon photodiode compared with an ideal photodiode
with unit quantum efficiency. From [12].

2.4

S/N, NEP AND DETECTIVITY

Noise will limit how small optical signals that can be detected. The ratio of the
detector output due to the signal to that of noise is designated as the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) [10].
2
iop
(eq. 10)
S/N =
i s2 + iT2

(

)

where iop is the rms photocurrent. The shot noise is defined as
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(

)

i s2 = 2q I op + I B + I L B

(eq. 11)

where Iop is the photocurrent, IB the current due to background radiation, IL the
leakage current and B the bandwidth.
The thermal noise component is defined as
iT2 = 4kT (1 / Req ) B

(eq. 12)

where 1/Req is the equivalent resistance given by: 1/Req=1/Rsh+1/RL+1/Ri with the
diode junction resistance Rsh, the external load resistance RL and the input
resistance of the following amplifier Ri.
The noise equivalent power (NEP) is defined as when the incident optical
power is of such a magnitude as to cause the S/N ratio to be 1. The NEP is defined
as the system noise divided by the responsivity [12]. The noise can be given as a
voltage or current if the responsivity in turn is given in V/W or A/W.

NEP =

noise
(W)
responsivity

(eq. 13)

Detectivity (D) is defined as the inverse of NEP and is a measure of the least
detectable signal. A higher D means that the detector has an increased ability of
detecting lower levels of radiation.
1
D=
(1/W)
(eq. 14)
NEP
To obtain a figure of merit that is easier to compare it is common to normalize D
with respect to area, A, and bandwidth, Δf. This gives the specific detectivity, D* or
D-star [12].
AΔf
D∗ =
(cm Hz / W )
(eq. 15)
NEP
2.5

CIRCUIT MODEL

A photodiode can be represented by discrete components in the equivalent
circuit shown in figure 6 [12]. A current source, Iop, represents the current
generated by the incident light and an ideal diode the p-n junction with diode
current id and junction capacitance, Cd. The parasitic elements are represented by
the shunt resistance, Rsh, representing the dark resistance i.e. the resistance of the
junction at zero bias and the series resistance Rs.
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Figure 6: Circuit model of the photodiode.
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3

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE MOS FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR

The most widely used electronic device today is the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
Field Effect Transistor, abbreviated to MOSFET. The size of the MOSFET can be
very small and both digital and analogue designs can be implemented. The
principle of the MOS transistor is that the conductance between two contacts on the
substrate, denoted source and drain, can be controlled by the voltage applied to a
third contact, the gate. The gate is isolated from the substrate by a thin insulating
layer, called the gate oxide. The gate oxide usually is SiO2, but as the dimensions
of transistors shrink, and thereby also the thickness of the gate oxide, other
materials with higher dielectric constant are being developed and used. By
applying a voltage to the gate a conducting channel is formed beneath the oxide
between the source and drain.
3.1

DEVICE STRUCTURE AND OPERATION

In figure 7 a cross sectional view of an NMOS MOSFET is shown, where the
NMOS means that an n-type channel is formed in the p-type substrate. The gate is
isolated from the substrate by a thin insulating SiO2 layer. The substrate is in this
case connected to ground.
With no bias applied to the gate the source and drain are isolated from each
other by the two reverse biased p-n junctions and therefore no current will flow
between the source and drain.
When a small voltage is applied to the gate, VGS, in this case a positive voltage,
an electrical field is created across the substrate which repels holes down in the
substrate and leaves behind a carrier depleted region with bound negatively
charged acceptor atoms. This is called the depletion mode, because a depletion
region is formed beneath the gate oxide.
If the voltage is further increased the electrical field attracts free electrons from
the heavily n-doped source and drain regions into the channel region and when a
sufficient number of electrons have gathered beneath the gate oxide, a conducting
channel is induced. The transistor is said to be in inversion mode because the
surface of the p-type substrate has been inverted to n-type by the mobile electrons.
If a voltage is now applied between the source and drain contacts, VDS, a current
will flow through the induced channel.
The PMOSFET is manufactured using an n-type substrate with p+ doped source
and drain regions. The gate bias is negative instead of positive and a p-type instead
of an n-type channel is formed.
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Figure 7: MOSFET device layout. From [13].

The threshold voltage is defined as the voltage below which the source to drain
current is so small it can be considered as being zero. It can be described by the
following equation where the first term is the ideal threshold voltage for an ideal
MOS capacitor and the second term includes the work function difference between
the gate and the Si substrate and the fixed charge due to the surface states [14].

VT = ( 2φb +

Q fc
Qb
) + (φ ms −
)
C ox
C ox

(eq. 16)

N
kT
ln( A )
q
Ni

(eq. 17)

where

φb =

where NA is the carrier density in the doped substrate and Ni is the intrinsic carrier
concentration of Si.
The oxide capacitance

C ox = ε ox / t ox (F/cm2)

(eq. 18)

Qb = 2ε Si qN A 2φ b

(eq. 19)

and the bulk charge term
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The work function difference between the gate material and Si substrate,
( φ gate − φ Si ), is given by

φ ms = −(E g / 2(±)φb )

(eq. 20)

where the bulk potential φ b represents the difference between the Fermi energy
level of the intrinsic and doped substrate, where the sign is + for n-channel and –
for a p-channel MOSFET and Eg is the band gap energy of Si.
Where the first term represents the ideal threshold voltage for an ideal MOS
capacitor and the second term includes the work function difference between the
gate and the Si substrate and the fixed charge due to the surface states.
The current that passes through the channel from the source to the drain when a
channel is induced is dependent on VDS, VGS and VT. Because VDS appears as a
voltage drop between the source and drain along the channel, VGS will vary
between VGS at the source, where VDS is zero, to VGS-VDS at the drain. Therefore the
channel depth will not be uniform and will be deepest at the source and decrease
towards the drain. When VDS is increased to a value that reduces VGS to VT at the
drain end the channel depth decreases to almost zero, it is said to be pinched of.
Increasing VDS in this case will have little effect on the channel and the drain
current, iD, saturates. The different operating regions are depicted in figure 8.
The drain current for the different regions can be calculated by the following
equations [13].
For the triode region:
i D = μ n C ox

W
L

1
⎡
2⎤
⎢(VGS − VT )V DS − 2 V DS ⎥
⎦
⎣

(eq. 21)

and for the saturation region
iD =

[

1
W
(VGS − VT )2
μ n C ox
2
L

]

(eq. 22)

where μn is the mobility (cm2/Vs) and W and L are the width and length of the
channel.
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Figure 8: MOSFET operating modes showing the triode and saturation regions.
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4

POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTORS

Position Sensitive Detectors (PSDs) are a special type of photo detectors used to
measure the position of a light spot, usually a laser, in either one or two dimensions
(1-D or 2-D). Position sensitive detectors utilizes the lateral photo effect which are
attributed to have been discovered by Wallmark in 1957 [2], although the effect
had been described by Schottky in 1930 [3]. Later the effect has been elaborated by
Lucovsky [4] and has been further developed by many researchers [5],[6].
The light incident on the detector is converted into an electrical current that is
divided between the contacts in proportion to the resistance of the active layer from
the position of the incident light spot to the contacts. By comparing the relative
magnitude of the currents recorded from each contact the position can be
determined. A lateral effect PSD provides very high resolution and a rapid
response and is particularly suitable for applications where very small
displacements are required to be measured in real time. PSDs are commonly used
in non-contact distance measurements using the triangulation principle for various
height and vibration measurements [15],[16],[17],[18]. Numerous other more or
less specialized uses exist for PSDs including position measurements of charged
particles [19]. There has also been developments of PSDs that are compatible with
and can be implemented in standard CMOS processes [20],[21]. One specialized
application where a 1D PSD is used for interferogram readout in a compact
spectrometer design is described later in this thesis.
To measure a linear displacement of an object a laser beam, or other light
source, is projected onto the target where it is reflected at an angle. The returning
beam is then projected onto the active area of a 1D PSD. The distance the object
has moved, Δd 0 , can then be calculated through knowledge of the angle of
reflection of the laser beam, φ , and the displacement of the laser, Δd1 , as measured
by the PSD. This gives the displacement [17]
Δd 0 =

Δd1
2 cos φ

In figure 9 is shown a drawing of the principle.
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(eq. 23)

Figure 9: Triangulation principle, showing a laser beam projected at a target and the
displacement of the reflected beam measured by a PSD.

Another common application of PSDs is to measure rotation about a fixed
point. In this case the setup used is shown in figure 10. In this case the rotation,
φ / 2 , can be calculated using the following equation by knowing the distance to
the PSD at zero rotation, L, and the measured displacement, Δd [17].

φ

⎛ 2Δd ⎞
= tan −1 ⎜
⎟
2
⎝ L ⎠

Figure10: Measurement priciple of rotation around a fixed point.
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(eq. 24)

4.1

1-D LATERAL EFFECT POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTORS

The 1D Lateral Effect Photodiode (LEP) is a PSD where the active area consists
of a single photo diode with two contacts in order to extract the different
photocurrents and a common cathode, see figure 11. Lateral effect PSDs is usually
manufactured as a p-n or Schottky junction. In the case of a p-n junction PSD, the
junction is created by diffusion or implantation of p-type dopants in n-type
substrate or vice versa. If a Schottky junction is used, a thin layer of metal is
deposited onto the substrate to form a rectifying contact [22]
The carriers generated by the incident light will diffuse through the bulk
resistance separated by the junction field and will be divided between the two
contacts in proportion to the resistance. The lateral effect PSD gives a centre of
gravity position of the incident light making it practically insensitive to light spot
shape or size, as long as it is not larger than the detector. Stray light and leakage
current can be compensated for to get a good position determination as long as the
PSD stays in the linear region and does not saturate.

Figure 11: Schematic cross section of a LEP with n-type substrate showing incident light
creating electron hole pairs that divides between the two contacts in proportion
to resistances R1 and R2.

The total current for the PSD is the same as for a photodiode as given by eq. 5.
If assuming a perfectly homogenous resistivity of the top p-layer the two
resistances, R1 and R2 are completely proportional to the distance to each of the
two contacts. This means that the ratio of the two currents, I1 and I2, gives the exact
position, xcog, of the distribution of the optical generation current, Ip1, Ip2, the
leakage current, IL, and other current contributions. The center of gravity position,
xcog, can therefore be defined as the total transversal current distribution over the
length of the PSD [23].
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L/2

x cog =

∫ x ⋅ I psd ( x)dx

−L / 2
L/2

(eq. 25)

∫ I psd (x )dx

−L / 2

where Ipsd is the transversal current distribution and x the position.
I 1 R2 0.5 ⋅ L − x cog
=
=
I 2 R1 0.5 ⋅ L + x cog

(eq. 26)

Where L is the PSD length between the contacts and xcog is the center of gravity of
the total current.
Rearranging to get the position gives
x cog =

L ( I 2 − I1 )
⋅
2 I1 + I 2

(eq. 27)

This is the PSD equation that gives the position of the light spot as value ranging
from – to + half the active length with the center defined as the zero position. The
position, xcog, is commonly written as just x.
The Position Detection Error (PDE) is defined as the measured distance minus
the actual distance, xa, to the detector centre [24].
⎛ L ⎞ I − I1
PDE = ⎜ ⎟ 2
− xa
⎝ 2 ⎠ I1 + I 2
4.2

(eq. 28)

POSITION RESOLUTION

The resolution of a PSD is the minimum detectable displacement of a light spot.
This means that the limit is the minimum detectable change in current which is
determined by the signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the detector and read out
electronics. The contributing noise components are the shot noise as described in
eq. 11, and the thermal noise as described in eq. 12, where the dominating term for
Req will be the inter electrode resistance of the PSD, Rie. Assuming that the
feedback resistance, Rf, of the op-amp is much larger than Rie the noise current
caused by the amplifiers is determined by
I en =

en
Rie
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B (A)

(eq. 29)

where en is the equivalent noise input voltage of the amplifier (V/Hz1/2), Rie is
the inter electrode resistance of the PSD and B the bandwidth.
The summation of these terms gives the total noise current of the PSD whose
RMS value can be written as
2
I n = I s2 + I T2 + I en
(A)

(eq. 30)

The smallest detectable position displacement can then be expressed as

Δx = L ⋅

In
I tot

(eq. 31)

where L is the length of the detector, Itot the total photocurrent from all contacts and
In the noise current.
4.3

POSITION ERROR DUE TO LEAKAGE CURRENT

The leakage current of the PSD will cause an error in the calculated position if it
is not compensated for. This current will act as a second light source situated in the
middle of the PSD (if uniformly distributed over the active area).

x=

I1 − I 2
L
⋅
2 I1 + I 2 + I L

(eq. 32)

In eq. 32 the PSD position equation is shown with the leakage current added as IL.
The effect on the position determination when the incident light has a constant part
added is a scaling effect. The calculated position will be shifted towards the center
and will not reach the full range at the contacts (±1). A simulated example with a
large leakage current of 10% of the total intensity is shown in figure 12 with the
two photo currents I2 and I2 at the top and the PSD derived position without
(dashed) and with leakage current (solid).
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Figure 12: In the top graph the two photocurrents are shown for a constant intensity source.
In the bottom graph the effect of leakage current is shown, where the dashed
line shows the PSD derived position without the leakage current and the solid
line displayes the effect of an added leakage current of 10% of the signal
intensity.

The effect of the leakage current on the position determination if the incident
light is of varying intensity is shown in figure 13, where the leakage current is 10%
of the maximum signal intensity. In the top graph the resulting photo currents for a
signal with a cosine modulated component are shown and in the bottom graph the
effect of leakage current on the position determination (solid) compared to the
position derived from the currents without leakage current added (dashed). These
effects are generally small when the signal is large compared to the leakage current
but for small signals and especially for varying light intensity this can be an effect
that should be taken into consideration. Typical reverse currents are in the range of
a few nA/mm2 of active device area [16].
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Figure 13: In the top graph the two photocurrents are shown for a source with varying
intensity. In the bottom graph the effect of the leakage current is shown,
where the dashed line shows the PSD derived position without the leakage
current and the solid line displayes the effect of an added leakage current of
10% of the signal intensity.

4.4

2-D POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTORS

Two dimensional (2D) Position Sensitive Detectors (PSD) are used to detect the
position of an incident light spot in two dimensions on the surface of the detector.
They are commonly used in applications where the position of an object has to be
measured in two dimensions. This can be alignment applications where a laser, or
other light source, is fixed on a position and the 2D PSD is mounted on the
measured object or the laser is reflected back from the object.
4.4.1 Duo lateral and tetra lateral PSDs
To measure the position of a light spot in two dimensions, the generated photo
current is divided between four contacts. The 2D lateral effect PSD can be of the
tetra lateral type which has all four contacts on top of the surface or the duo lateral
type which has two contacts on top and two on the bottom.
The duo lateral PSD uses both the top and bottom surfaces of the diode which
gives a good linearity but will cause a more complicated processing and electrical
connection to the detector. In figure 14 the equivalent circuit diagram is shown
which models the top and bottom resistive layers as two separate variable resistors
[25].
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Figure 14: Equivalent circuit diagram of duo-lateral PSD.

The tetra lateral PSD uses the top resistive layer and has four contacts placed on
the surface. This means the processing of the device is easier and the top only
contacts results in both an easier electrical connection and mounting of the
detector. The drawback is that the arrangement of the contacts causes interactions
between the divided photocurrent which results in a larger position distortion
compared to the duo lateral type. Research has been conducted to improve the
linearity by adjusting the geometry of the electrodes [26][27]. In figure 15 the
equivalent circuit diagram is shown for a tetra lateral PSD in which the top
resistive layer is represented by four separate resistors [25].

Figure 15: Equivalent circuit diagram of tetra-lateral PSD.

The determination of the x and y position components are the same for both the
duo and tetra lateral PSDs and the equations in each direction are the same as for
the 1D tetra lateral PSD.
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x=

Lx I 1x − I 2 x
⋅
2 I 1x + I 2 x

(eq. 33)

y=

Ly I 1 y − I 2 y
⋅
2 I1 y + I 2 y

(eq. 34)

where Lx and Ly are the lengths of the PSD in the x and y directions and I1x, I2x, I1y
and I2y are the currents measured from each contact.
4.4.2 Segmented PSDs
Segmented PSDs usually consist of two or four photodiode elements separated
by a small gap, a few µm, with separate anode contacts and with a common
cathode, see figure 16. The photocurrents generated in the different segments of the
detector will be proportional to the incident light. By comparing the currents from
the separate elements, the position can be calculated relative to the centre of the
detector. Because of the segmented construction, the light spot position can not be
determined linearly when the entire spot is positioned on one segment. At this
stage, the light spot is only known to reside somewhere on one element. Such a
detector is excellent for centring, but not for linear position determination. In
addition standard pixel detectors such as CCD and CMOS sensors can be used for
position determination. In this case the position of the light is determined by
comparing the signal from all the pixels. The advantage is that it is easier to
remove stray light and there is the possibility of simultaneously measuring several
sources. The drawbacks include more complex readout electronics and the
necessity for image processing to determine the position of light sources.

Figure 16: Schematic crossectional view of a 4QPSD showing two of the four photodiode
elements with contacts and gap.

4.5

MOS TYPE PSD

As an alternative to standard p-n or Schottky junction based lateral effect PSDs,
detectors based on metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) technology has been
developed. There are some advantages associated with the use of the MOS
structure and this includes, easier processing with no necessity for doping of the
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active area. Non-uniform doping of the active area is otherwise one of the main
causes for nonlinearity, especially for one-dimensional PSDs. In the case of tetra
lateral PSDs the interference between the electrode pairs provides a significant
contribution to the nonlinearity. This is because when carriers are generated close
to one contact a large number of them are absorbed by this contact and relatively
few remain to provide a current through the other contact pair [6]. For the
described MOS PSD it is also possible to adjust the channel resistance, or inter
electrode resistance, by altering the gate bias. It can be interesting to adjust the
detector for various lighting conditions in order to avoid saturation while still
maintaining the possibility to have a high inter electrode resistance to reduce the
thermal noise [28]. The switching capability can also prove interesting for certain
applications. The detector uses an optically transparent conducting layer of indiumtin-oxide (ITO) as a gate contact. Previously, position sensitive MOS devices using
an aluminium gate have been presented [29],[30].
The operation of this type of PSD is similar to the operation of the MOS
transistor. When a negative potential is applied to the gate contact, Vg, with respect
to the substrate, Vb, a p-type inversion layer will form in the surface of the n-type
substrate under the gate oxide. The photo generated carriers will be divided in
proportion to the resistance and transported to the two contacts. The position of the
light beam can then be determined by the extracted photo currents, I1 and I2 using
eq. 27. In figure 17 a schematic view is given of the 1D MOS type PSD showing
the ITO layer, the gate biasing and extraction of the two measured currents, I1 and
I2 .
Initially 1D MOS type PSDs were fabricated and characterized. However, the
non-linearity was found to be higher than anticipated and therefore an investigation
was performed to determine the cause. For this investigation new PSDs were
manufactured including longer 45mm and 60mm 1D PSDs and a 2D tetra lateral
PSD. It was found that stress in the ITO layer causes a non-uniform change in the
resistance in the channel resulting in an increased nonlinearity. This will be
described in more detail at a later stage in this thesis.

Figure 17: Schematic view of 1D MOS PSD manufactured on <111> substrate showing
the ITO layer, contacts, biasing and current extraction.
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4.6

PROCESSING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 1D MOS TYPE PSD

The first 1D MOS type PSD was manufactured using n-type Si with <111>
crystal direction and 10 kΩcm resistivity and with a 220Å thick gate oxide. The
detector was fabricated in two widths, 2.5mm and 5mm and three lengths, 5mm,
10mm and 15mm, see figure 18. Later a new batch was manufactured on <100> ntype Si substrate with 4 kΩcm resistivity. The gate oxide thickness was increased
to 400Å and detectors with ITO gate thicknesses of 800Å, 1600Å and 2400Å were
fabricated. Also a 45x3mm and a 60x3mm PSD were manufactured with the same
parameters. In figure 19 is shown a photograph of these PSDs.

Figure 18: Photograph of MOS PSDs showing device layout.

Figure 19: Photograph of 15x2.5mm, 45x3mm and 60x3mm MOS PSDs.

As the first processing step, two p+ contacts were fabricated on the front side
and an Ohmic n+ contact on the entire reverse side of the wafer. To make the gate
contact on the earliest PSD, 220Å SiO2 was grown by dry oxidation followed by a
600Å thick ITO layer by electron beam evaporation. By later investigations the
ITO thickness was determined by AFM to be approximately 30% thicker than as
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measured by the electron beam evaporator. Therefore it is reasonable to expect that
the ITO gate thickness of the earliest manufactured detectors is 800Å instead of
600Å.
ITO that was used for the gate contact is a degenerate semiconductor material
transparent in the visible part of the spectrum. The chemical composition is
In2O3:SnO2 and the material used for evaporation contained 83% In and 17% Sn.
The second batch PSD has 400Å SiO2 dry oxide followed by three versions
with different ITO thicknesses (800Å, 1600Å and 2400Å). The resulting sheet
resistance after deposition was 2.33kΩ/Square for 800Å, 1.2kΩ/Square for 1600Å
and 520Ω/square for 2400Å thickness.
Because the ITO was deposited by electron beam evaporation it will decompose
and the oxygen content will decrease. Therefore, a post deposition heat treatment
step is necessary to oxidize the In and Sn to improve the optical transmittance and
conductivity. After annealing for 45min in 400°C the resistance were measured as
150Ω/Square for 800Å, 100Ω/Square for 1600Å and 17Ω/square for 2400Å ITO
thickness. This is close to values reported in the literature [31],[32].
It has been shown that electron beam deposited ITO is amorphous after
deposition [33],[34]. The start of crystallization is reported to be already appearing
at 150°C [33].
The observed increase in conductance and transmittance due to heat treatment is
attributed both to the oxidation of metallic clusters as well as crystallization. It has
been speculated that the first large decrease of resistance and increase in
transmittance is caused by the absorption of oxygen and the subsequent smaller
changes are due to the crystallization [33],[34].
Measurements conducted with EDX show that oxygen absorption saturates after
20min heat treatment at 400°C while the transmittance continues to slightly
improve, see figure 20. This behaviour is consistent with the literature and can be
attributed to oxygen absorption and oxidation at an early stage and to the
crystallization beginning at a later stage of heat treatment.
AFM measurements show that the surface morphology is quite rough with
grains covering the surface. These grains are seen to be smallest on the initial
sample and increase in size for longer heat treatment as is displayed in figure 21
where the initial sample is on top and the subsequent pictures show the samples
heat treated for 20, 40, 60 and 80min respectively. This is consistent with the
literature and is believed to be due to the crystallization process of the ITO [32]. In
figure 22 a photograph is shown of the same ITO samples showing the change in
colour that occurs during heat treatment. The colour change is most likely due to a
change in the refractive index because the thickness is measured by AFM to be
unchanged and the grains on the surface should be too small to affect light in the
visible wavelength range.
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Figure 20: Transmission of 160nm ITO films deposited on glass plates with different heat
treatment where the absorption of the glass has been removed from the data.
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Figure 21: Pictures obtained by AFM of the edge of 160nm ITO films with no heat
treatment and 20, 40 60 and 80min heat treatment at 400°C respectively.
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Figure 22: Photograph of 160nm ITO films on an Si substrate showing the colour change
with heat treatment. From left to right the samples are: not heat treated, heat
treated for 20, 40, 60 and 80min in 400°C.

The use of a MOS structure enables switching, which thus makes it possible to
turn the device off by applying a small positive bias to the gate contact. The
currents from the two contacts can be seen to decrease very rapidly towards zero
away from the contacts when the device is turned off, see figure 23. This indicates
that the device is now only working as two separate photodiodes at the contacts and
not as a PSD.
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Figure 23: Photo currents, I1 and I2, and total current for for a MOS PSD when a laser is
scanned over the surface while the device is turned off by applying a small
positive bias to the gate.

In figure 24 the individual photocurrents from the contacts of a 60mm PSD are
shown and the total photocurrent over the device length when a bias of -5V is
applied to the gate contact while a laser is scanned over the active length. In figure
25 the nonlinearity for some of the best 15mm, 45mm and 60mm MOS type PSDs
that were measured in the processed batch are shown. The position error has been
determined as described by eq. 28.
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Figure 24: Photo currents, I1 and I2, and total current for a 60mm MOS PSD when a laser
is scanned over the surface while -5V bias is applied to the gate contact.

Figure 25: Some of the best measured nonlinearities for a 15mm, 45mm and 60mm MOS
PSD. The position is normalized to ±1 for better display because of the
different lengths.

4.7

PROCESSING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 2D MOS TYPE PSD

The processing steps of the 2D MOS type PSD are the same as those for the 1D
PSD as described previously and these detectors were fabricated on the same
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wafers as the 45mm and 60mm 1D detectors and the difference lies in the design of
the detector. The active area between the p+ doped contacts is 5mm with an extra
0.5mm overlap of the ITO gate over the contacts on each side. The contacts are
each 4mm in length, giving an area in the middle of the detector of 4x4mm which
can be expected to show a low nonlinearity, while the areas closer to the contacts
are expected to show a higher nonlinearity. In figure 26 a photograph is shown of
the detector where the blue area in the middle is the ITO gate contact and the four
aluminium contacts can be seen as the white areas on the four sides. In figure 27
the detector layout is shown together with the dimensions of the active area and
contacts.

Figure 26: Photograph showing the 2D MOS PSD where the blue area is the ITO gate
contact which defines the active area of the PSD.

Figure 27: Layout of the 2D MOS PSD showing the dimensions of the active area and
contacts.

Position measurements were performed by scanning a laser over the detector.
The resulting position measurements, such as displayed in figure 28, show that the
linearity is good in the central 4x4mm area but that the nonlinearity increases
towards the contacts. This can be expected for a tetra lateral PSD because of the
layout of the contacts.
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Figure 28: Position in X and Y direction as measured by the MOS PSD showing low
distortion in the middle of the active area. The nonlinearity increases closer to
the contacts, as can be expected for a tetra lateral PSD.
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5

THE EFFECT OF STRESS ON PSD POSITION LINEARITY

The linearity of a lateral effect PSD mainly depends on the quality of the active
area. The p-n junction PSD is designed with a p-doped layer and the MOS PSD
with a channel which will act as a current divider for the generated photo current.
Uneven resistivity over the active area of the PSD will also result in an uneven
distribution of the generated photo current and thus cause an error in the
determined position. The quality and uniformity of the active layer of the PSD is
determined during the manufacturing process. Thus accurate, high quality
processing is the first and most important step when manufacturing high linearity
PSDs.
Previous works show that mechanical stress can have an effect on the
performance of semiconductors and a number of investigations have been
performed on transistors and diodes [35],[36]. For Si detectors, the total resistance
change is the result of a combination of both dimensional and resistivity changes,
although the effects of dimensional changes are usually insignificant. Also
deposition of thin films on Si substrates can cause stray stress in these films and
thus in the substrate.
Stray stress is defined as stress present in the absence of external forces and
consists of two parts, thermal mismatch stress induced by mismatch of thermal
expansion coefficients and residual intrinsic stress due to the growth process of the
film [37].
Thermal mismatch stress is often developed when the films are deposited at
high temperatures and the device is cooled to room temperature. After
manufacture, the bare detector chips are usually mounted in a ceramic or plastic
capsule. If the material in the capsule has a different thermal expansion coefficient,
mechanical stress can arise in the packaging/device interface due to temperature
changes.
Residual stress is generally a much larger stress component than thermal stress
[1],[37].
When manufacturing the first MOS type PSD it was observed that the
nonlinearity was unexpectedly large. The cause of this was suspected to be residual
stress in the ITO gate contact that induces a stress in the top layer of the Si
substrate and therefore causing an uneven resistance change in the channel that
gives rise to nonlinearity.
5.1

PIEZORESISTANCE

Piezoresistance is the effect where a material, subjected to mechanical stress,
will alter its bulk resistivity [1],[38],[39].
The definition of strain is deformation per unit length, L of an object when a
force is applied
(eq. 35)
ε = ΔL / L
The definition of stress is the object’s internal resisting force
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σ =F/A

(eq. 36)

where F is the force and A area.
The definition for tensile stress is stress leading to expansion and compressive
stress leading to compaction. Usually tensile stress is denoted by a positive value
while compressive stress is denoted by a negative value. The gauge factor, or strain
sensitivity, is defined as the relative resistance change per unit strain [39], and is
given by
ΔR / R
Δρ / ρ
G=
= 1 + 2ν +
(eq. 37)
ΔL / L
ε
where ν is Poisson’s ratio, the ratio of strain in the lateral direction to that in the
axial direction, ε the unit strain along the detector. R and ρ are the respective
unstressed resistance and resistivities, and ΔR and Δρ are the changes. On the right
hand side of eq. 37, the first term represents the change in resistance due to
dimensional changes and the second term, 2ν, due to area change and the term,

Δρ / ρ

ε

, due to the piezoresistance effect.

For semiconductor materials, such as Si, the contribution due to dimensional
and area changes fall within the range of 1/50 of the contribution from the
piezoresistance effect, thus these terms can be excluded [1],[38],[39].
If some uniaxial stress is applied along the same direction as the current flow,
then the following equation can be used to calculate the resistance change
ΔR Δρ
=
= σ lΠl + σ tΠt
R0
ρ0

(eq. 38)

where σl and σt represents the longitudinal and transverse stress and Πl and Πt the
longitudinal and transverse piezoresistance coefficients.
The piezoresistance coefficients relate the resistance change to the stress for
various directions within the material. The longitudinal piezoresistance coefficient,
Π l , is used when the current, I, electrical field, E, and a uni-axial stress, F, are all
in the same direction. The transverse coefficient, Π t , applies when the current and
field are perpendicular to the applied stress, see figure 29 for a schematic.
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Figure 29: Drawings showing stress and applied current in situations that are ruled by the
longitudinal piezo coefficient (a) and transverse piezo coefficient (b), where F
represents an applied force, V a Voltage and the arrow at I the direction of the
current.

The magnitude is dependant on the semiconductor material, crystal orientation
and doping. In table 1 the longitudinal and transverse Piezoresistance coefficients
are listed for different directions in cubic crystals, such as Si where it can be seen
that Π l and Π t are composed of π 11 , π 12 and π 44 which are specific for different
materials.
Longitudinal
Direction
(100)

(001)
(111)

(110 )
(110 )
(110)

Transverse
Direction
(010)

πl
π11
π11

(110)

1
(π 11 + 2π 12 + 2π 44 )
3
1
(π 11 + π 12 + π 44 )
2
1
(π 11 + π 12 + π 44 )
2
1
(π 11 + π 12 + π 44 )
2

(1 1 0)
(111)

πt
π12
π12
1
(π 11 + 2π 12 − π 44 )
3
1
(π 11 + 2π 12 − π 44 )
3

(001)

π12

(1 1 0)

1
(π 11 + π 12 − π 44 )
2

Table 1: Longitudinal and transverse Piezoresistance coefficients for various combinations
of directions in cubic crystals. From [1].
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Values for p and n-type Si piezocoefficients are given in table 2. The
explanation for the piezoresistance, includes deformation of energy valleys, where
an anisotropic stress changes their relative energies and electrons will move
between the energy valleys [1].
Silicon

π 11 ⋅ 10 −11 Pa −1

π 12 ⋅10 −11 Pa −1 π 44 ⋅10 −11 Pa −1

p-type, ρ=7.8Ωcm

+6.6

-1.1

+138.1

n-type, ρ=11.7Ωcm

-102.2

+53.4

-13.6

Table 2: Piezoresistance coefficients for Si in room temperature. From [1].

In figure 30 plots of Π l and Π t for different crystal orientations in n-type and
p-type Si are shown. It is interesting to note that the maximum value of the
piezoresistance coefficients are rotated 45° with respect to each other between n
and p-type Si.
Because the piezoresistance coefficients are anisotropic with respect to the
crystal orientation, it means that both the amount of stress as well as the crystal
direction the stress is applied in will affect the magnitude of the resistance change
[1],[40].
It is likely that a PSD chip mounted in a capsule or on a substrate with different
thermal expansion coefficients will experience some longitudinal stress in the top
resistive layer when the temperature changes. This stress will thus affect the
resistance uniformity which will degrade the linearity of the PSD.

Figure 30: Piezoresistance coefficients for different directions in the (001) plane of n-type,
left, and p-type, right, Silicon wafers. From [40].
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5.2

STRESS IN THIN FILMS

Stress arising during growth of thin films on substrates can be sufficiently
substantial to affect the performance of electrical components. This residual stress
will generally be present when a thin film is bonded to a substrate. The stress in
films originating from growth is often termed intrinsic or growth stress. The more
commonly proposed mechanisms for growth stress include [37]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface or interface stress
Cluster coalescence to reduce surface area
Grain growth or grain boundary area reduction
Vacancy annihilation
Grain boundary relaxation
Shrinkage of grain boundary voids
Incorporation of impurities
Phase transformations and precipitation
Moisture adsorption or desorption
Epitaxy
Structural damage from sputtering or other energetic process

Most thin film materials grow in the Volmer-Weber mode leading to a
polycrystalline structure [37]. Volmer-Weber growth occurs when the deposited
material firstly gathers in discrete islands, which with increasing deposition will
pass through several stages, eventually resulting in a continuous film [41]. These
steps are generally island growth, island contact and coalescence into larger
islands, coverage of larger areas and the filling of the remaining gaps.
Stress evolution during growth of thin metal films has been shown to follow a
similar pattern. Initially, compressive stress is observed for very small thicknesses,
then the compressive stress is replaced by an increasing tensile stress that reaches a
maximum and starts to decrease and eventually changes into a compressive stress
[37],[42]. This is illustrated schematically in figure 31 and for some common
materials in figure 32.

Figure 31: Diagram showing volume average film stress vs. mean film thickness during
steady deposition growth. From [37].
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Figure 32: Diagrams showing volume average film stress vs. mean film thickness for
silver, aluminum, titanium and p-type Si. From [37].

The explanation for the compressive stress arising at very small film thickness
is attributed to discrete islands of material. The basic idea is that lattice spacing for
very small isolated crystallites is smaller than in a bulk crystal requiring an internal
equi-triaxial stress for equilibrium [37],[42].

σ=

2f
R

(eq. 39)

where R is the radius of the spherical crystallite and f is the isotropic surface stress
acting within the spherical surface.
It is thought that the crystallites forming are firmly attached to the substrate and
are thus prevented from relaxing as they increase in size, which would otherwise be
expected due to the increasing radius, R, in eq. 39.
The most widely adopted model is that tensile stress follows the compressive
stress with increasing thickness and in which the basic idea is that small gaps
between small grains can be closed up by creating grain boundaries and the energy
released in reducing surface area will be converted to elastic deformation [37],[42].
The maximum gap that can be closed in this manner has been reported to be of the
order of 0.17nm [37]. When the gaps are closed to form a continuous film the
islands are spontaneously deformed and strained equi-biaxially. If square grains are
assumed then the resulting tensile stress based on this simple model can be
described by
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σ=

Ef

δ gap

1 −ν f d gr

(eq. 40)

where Ef is the materials elastic modulus, νf Poisson’s ratio, δgap the distance
between islands and dgr the lateral dimension of the grain. In addition, the grain
growth has been suggested as a mechanism that contributes to tensile stress, but the
stress evolution because of this is complicated and the results are reported to be
different for different types of materials and conditions [37].
The compressive stress that replaces the tensile after island coalescence and
after an increased thickness of the film has been achieved is attributed to the
incorporation of excess atoms in the grain boundaries which are driven by an
increase in the surface chemical potential associated with the deposition flux.
5.3

POSITION MEASUREMENTS ON STRESSED PSDS

To determine the effect of stress on PSD characteristics, experiments where an
external force is applied at different points over the active area have been
performed. Measurements were conducted on both p-n junction lateral effect PSDs
and on MOS type lateral effect PSDs. The setup used for the p-n junction PSDs
consisted of a holder with contacts for bare PSD chips where it was possible to
apply a force both from the top and bottom to measure the effects of both tensile
and compressive stress. The setup for the MOS type PSDs was redesigned and the
detectors were mounted sideways on two steel cubes where compressive stress
could be induced by applying a force by means of a spring scale and a 160µm thick
nylon wire. To perform position measurements, a 630nm laser was in both cases
moved by a Newport translation stage over the PSDs active surface.
The nonlinearity increase of the MOS type PSD with applied force causing
compressive stress in the p-channel is shown in figure 33. The interelectrode
resistance change was measured to be ~3% when a force of 1N was applied to the
middle of the active area.
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Figure 33: Measurements on a 60mm MOS type PSD showing increasing nonlinearity
with applied force causing compressive stress. The change in reistance when a
force of 1N is applied is ~3% corresponding to an average stress of 42MPa

Figure 34: Measurements on a 60mm p-n junction PSD showing increasing nonlinearity
with applied force causing tensile stress.

Using the Piezocoefficients in table 2 the average stress was calculated by eq. 38 to
be approximately 42MPa at the position of the nylon wire.
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Figure 35: Change in interelectrode resistance as a function of applied force where the
circles show measurements on a 60mm p-n junction PSD and the crosses on a
60mm MOS type PSD.

Figure 36: Measurements on a 60mm MOS type PSD showing nonlinearity after 60min
respectively after 80min heat treatment in 400°C.

In figure 34 is shown how the nonlinearity is increasing with increasing force
that causes tensile stress in the p-layer of a p-n junction PSD. In figure 35 is shown
how the inter electrode resistance changes with applied force for a 60x3mm p-n
junction as well as a 60x3mm MOS type PSD.
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In figure 36, the large difference in nonlinearity for different durations of heat
treatment of a 60mm MOS type PSD in 400°C is shown. The PSD is initially heat
treated for 60min after which measurements performed show a nonlinearity of
±600µm which reduces by a considerable amount with an additional heat treatment
of 20min.
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6

OPTICAL SPECTROMETERS

An optical spectrometer is an instrument used to determine the spectral content
of light. Generally the spectral content is measured and a spectrum showing the
intensity for different wavelengths is produced. Spectrometers are based on
interference or diffraction of electro-magnetic radiation which is commonly
achieved through the use of interferometers, such as the Michelson interferometer
or gratings.
Spectrometers are used in spectroscopy to study the interaction of light with
matter. Spectroscopy is used in industry and research for investigations into the
content and chemical concentration in samples by means of analyzing spectra
obtained for various wavelength ranges. The most widely used method in process,
food and chemical industry, is Infra-Red (IR) absorption spectroscopy where the
absorption of certain wavelengths can show the content of the sample. IR
spectroscopy is usually divided into three optical bands, Near-Infrared (NIR)
780nm-2500nm, Mid-Infrared (MIR) 2500nm-25µm and Far-Infrared (FIR)
>25µm. The NIR range is widely used in the process and manufacturing industry
[43],[44]. The Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-VIS) range is commonly used for analysis
of elements in laboratory environments [45].
The term spectrometer usually covers the entire instrument which is able to
measure the spectral content of incident light.
6.1

DIFFRACTION GRATING SPECTROMETERS

The diffraction grating is one of the earliest and most important inventions used in
spectroscopy. The grating consists of a number of diffraction elements, or grooves,
separated by a distance, d, comparable to the wavelength of the light of interest.
Light incident on the grating will be diffracted on each groove and combined into a
diffracted wave front. For a fixed groove distance, d, there is a unique set of angles
for which light of a discrete specific wavelength is in phase with light diffracted
from the adjacent grooves and constructive interference occurs. Because of this
property, the grating can separate incident light into its constituent wavelengths and
disperse these with different angles.
The maximum wavelength that a specific grating can diffract is twice the
groove period. The grating equation showing the angles of refraction where the
maximum constructive interference occurs for different wavelengths is written as

mλ = d (sin α + sin β )

(eq. 41)

where λ is the wavelength, m the order α the angle of incident light with respect to
the grating normal and β the angle of diffracted light [46]. The order, m, is an
integer number and shows that constructive interference occurs for wavelengths
that are integer multiples of the first order diffraction, m=1.
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Figure 37: Drawing of grating showing incident, reflected and diffracted light and angles.
From [46].

This means that in principal several wavelengths can be diffracted at the same
angle. The wavelength range in which this does not occur is called the free spectral
range and is defined as
Fλ = Δλ =

λ1
m

(eq. 42)

where λ1 is the wavelength and m is the diffraction order. When light over a larger
range than the free spectral range is diffracted using a grating it will cause a
spectral overlap. This is troublesome for spectroscopic applications and therefore
the use of filters to remove any unwanted overlapping spectral components is often
necessary. To record the resulting spectra a pixel detector or a scanning single
detector element is often used.
6.2

FOURIER-TRANSFORM SPECTROMETERS

Fourier-Transform (FT) spectroscopy is also commonly used in spectroscopy.
The principle is that light is made to interfere by means of an interferometer in
which the light will, by some means, be divided and one of the components is time
delayed as compared to the other. This will cause constructive and destructive
interference for wavelengths in accordance to the delay. By changing the delay
between the two components, it can be made to go through constructive and
destructive interference for a range of frequencies. In this way an interferogram is
produced and a Fourier transform of this will achieve the spectral content of the
light [47]. To produce the interferogram the time delay can be applied either
temporally, by changing the delay in time, such as scanning the distance of a
mirror, or spatially, by changing the delay over space, such as by tilting a mirror.
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6.2.1 Michelson Interferometer
The Michelson interferometer was invented in the late 1800’s by Albert
Michelson and was used in the famous Michelson-Morley experiment of 1887
which was intended to prove the ether theory, but ultimately refuted it.
The light from an extended source, S, is collimated by a lens and is split into
two beams at right angles by a beam splitter, B. These beams are reflected at plane
mirrors, M1 and M2 and returned to the beam splitter, B, where they are
superimposed and reflected to the detector, D, see figure 38. One of the mirrors, M1
is fixed while the other, M2, can be moved towards and away from the beam
splitter, B. The two light beams will travel along different optical path lengths, L1
and L2 and a selected wavelength, λT, will therefore experience maximum
constructive interference when the path difference, 2ΔL, is an even multiple of half
the wavelength, λT/2, and maximum destructive interference when 2ΔL is an odd
multiple of λT/2 [43],[47].
If mirror M2 is scanned back and forth along the optical axis, thus changing ΔL,
then, by sampling the output of the detector at discrete time intervals, an
appropriate temporal interferogram can be achieved.

Figure 38: Michelson spectrometer setup. From [43].

The interferogram can then be Fourier transformed to obtain the spectral content in
a spectrum.
A spectrometer based on a Michelson interferometer with a moving mirror
suffers from the disadvantage of multiplexing, which is caused because it takes
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time to move the mirror and capture the whole interferogram on the detector which
makes the construction sensitive to vibrations and other mechanical disturbances.
6.2.2 Modified Michelson Interferometer
To overcome the above mentioned multiplexing disadvantage and to
manufacture a Multi Channel Fourier-Transform spectrometer, an array pixel
photodetector can be installed in a Michelson interferometer if some modifications
are made. As an alternative, a single detector, scanned across the formed
interferogram, is sometimes used
In the modified Michelson interferometer, the interferogram is formed spatially
on a detector array instead of temporally, in time, on a single element detector. In
this case, one or alternatively both mirrors M1 and M2 are inclined in the reverse
direction to the optical axis. By having an inclination of θ, the optical path
difference will differ by θx along the axis, x, to the optical axis. When the mirror
M1 is observed through the lens L2 by the detector array, interference fringes
resulting from the optical path difference, θx, will appear in the image plane. The
readout from the detector array then gives the intensity for varying optical path
differences along the detector array, thus providing a spatial interferogram. A
schematic is shown in figure 39.

Figure 39: Modified Michelson spectrometer setup. From [43].

6.3

FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER

The Michelson interferometer can also be understood in terms of thin film
interference.
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Figure 40: Fabry-Perot interferometer. From [43].

By imagining that the two arms of the interferometer are folded together, so that
there is only one optical axis, it can be seen that the reflections from the two
mirrors are equivalent to reflections from two surfaces with an air gap in-between
[43].
This is similar to the function of the Fabry-Perot interferometer, or Fabry-Perot
etalon as it is also called. It consists of two plane plates, p1 and p2, such as glass
plates, in which the inner surfaces are coated with partially transparent and highly
reflective material with an air gap of width L between them , or alternatively, can
consist of a thin film a with refractive index, n, coated by a semitransparent
material with a high reflectivity. The incident beam will travel multiple times
between the interfaces of the film by partially reflecting and transmitting at both
sides of the film, see figure 40. At a chosen wavelength, λT, the light transmitted
through the film will be at a maximum and this occurs when the path length of the
roundtrip between the surfaces is an exact integer multiple, m, of the wavelength.

λT = 2 ⋅ n ⋅ L ⋅ m , m= 1,2,3,…
where n is refractive index , L the distance between reflecting surfaces and m the
order.
By summing the amplitude of the transmission beams of different numbers of
reflections infinitely, the transmission function can be written as eq. 43. [47]
T (λ ) =

(1 − R )2
(1 − R )2 + 4 R sin 2 (2πnd cosθ / λ )

(eq. 43)

where R is the reflectance intensity, n the refractive index of a film with thickness
d, θ the incident angle of light and λ the wavelength of light. When the reflectance,
R, increases, the transmittance bands narrow, see figure 41.
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Figure 41: Simulated transmitted intensity as a function of wavelength for different
reflectance values, R, showing three different orders.

The ratio of peak interval to peak width is called the Finesse and is used to
calculate the resolving power by
π R
(eq. 44)
F=
1− R
Because the Fabry-Perot interferometer, in this case, is designed to transmit a
specific wavelength dependent on the optical thickness it is necessary to be able to
change the optical thickness in small steps in order to use it as an interferometer for
spectroscopy. This is possible by changing the physical thickness or the refractive
index of the material. Such a spectrometer is traditionally a large and expensive
instrument, and will be sensitive to the environment it is used in. In some
applications a set of Fabry-Perot interferometers with different thicknesses are
scanned, for example, by a revolving wheel with different etalons. This gives a
very limited range of measurable wavelengths, but can be useful for applications
where a few specific wavelengths are of interest.
6.4

COMPACT SPECTROMETERS

For many applications there is an interest in developing compact and cost
effective spectrometers for handheld and compact instruments. In industry there is
also a need for instruments that are not sensitive to vibrations and environmental
influences such as humidity. Traditional FT spectrometers based on the Michelson
interferometer are, by design, sensitive to vibrations and therefore have bulky
constructions in order to avoid these problems. They are also sensitive to changes
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in humidity in the atmosphere and to mirrors, which can cause varying absorptions
of certain wavelengths.
More compact versions of the Michelson FT spectrometer have been developed
by reducing the optical path length but size reduction is limited because of the use
of optical components such as imaging lenses, beam splitters and mirrors [48].
The size of grating spectrometers has been reduced by using very small gratings
and mirrors combined with pixel array photodetectors. In addition, recent research
has shown the construction of a movable scanning micro grating by means of
MEMS technology [49],[50].
It is also possible to build a very simple and low cost spectrometer that utilizes
LEDs. Each LED in turn illuminates the sample and the reflected, or transmitted,
light is recorded by a photodiode [51].
A compact static polarization type FT spectrometer design based on Wollaston
prisms was recently reported. The incoming unpolarized light is separated at the
output into two polarized light beams with the exit angle determined by the wedge
angle of the prism and the wavelength of light. The beams then form an
interferogram which is recorded by a single scanning detector or array [52],[53].
This design does not require any imaging optics but does contain a number of
elements such as Wollaston prisms and polarizing filters.
6.4.1 Multi Channel Fabry-Perot Array Interferometer
To construct a very compact integrated multi-channel FT spectrometer a design
in which a multi-channel Fabry-Perot interferometer is used has been evaluated and
developed. The technique of using interference patterns from thin films in order to
obtain the spectral content of light has previously been described [54]. The basic
idea is to attach an array of Fabry-Perot interferometers on top of a pixel array or
matrix detector.
The principle is that collected and collimated light passes through a linear array
or matrix of Fabry-Perot interferometers where the thickness changes linearly or
alternatively spherically as long as the detectors pixel size changes by means of the
same ratio. The interferometer array can be made up of steps or as a linear wedge
or for example as a spherical wedge. If necessary the interferometer should be
coated with a reflective coating such as Si. The requirement is that the thickness
change is so small that the period of the interference maxima for the shortest
wavelength of interest is at least twice the distance between the measurement
points. The interferometer array will produce an interference pattern which is
localized very closely behind the reverse side and an array detector is used to
measure the intensity in order to obtain an interferogram. By processing the signal
using Fourier-Transform, the spectral content can be extracted. This design does
not require intermediate optics between the interferometer and array detector and
allows for a reliable and extremely compact integrated construction. In figure 42,
two layouts of the spectrometer are displayed which show a version utilising a step
shaped and a wedge shaped interferometer. Both of these are shown mounted on
top of an array pixel detector, in which the distance d represents the distance
between the reverse side of the interferometer and the actual active pixel and
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includes for example cover glass and antireflective coating. The angle of incident
light is shown as θ and the thickness change between the steps is Wk and in the case
of a wedge shape the angle is φ.

Figure 42: Layout of the interferometer integrated with a detector array. Top displaying a
step shaped and bottom a wedge shaped interferometer.In this case, θ is angle
of incidence of light, d the gap between interferometer and detector, Wk the
thickness of each step and φ the wedge angle.

The spectral response of an array of Fabry-Perot interferometers with variable
optical thickness is given by modifying eq.43 as follows
hυ ,k =

(1 − R )2
(1 − R )2 + 4 R ⎡⎢sin⎛⎜ 2πν ⋅ Wk
⎣

⎝

n 2 − (n1 ⋅ sin (θ ))2 ⎞⎟⎤⎥
⎠⎦

2

(eq. 45)

where R is the reflectance of each interferometer surface, υ the frequency of
incident light, n the index of refraction for the space surrounding the
interferometer, n1 the index of refraction of the interferometer material, θ the
inclination of the incident light and Wk the thickness of the interferometer with
number k(1...kmax), where kmax is the maximum thickness. Wk can be defined as
Wk = W0 + (k − 1)ΔW ⋅ d
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(eq. 46)

where W0 is the minimal thickness of the interferometer, ΔW the ratio of thickness
change, d the distance between interferometer pixels and k the pixel index number.
The intensity of the spectrum of the light transmitted by each interferometer is
modulated periodically and provided that the angle of incident light is small the
spacing of the maxima is given by
c / 2 ⋅ Wk ⋅ n1

(eq. 47)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and n1 the refractive index. Spacing is
inversely proportional to the optical thickness of the interferometers.

If the spectral content of the incident light is defined by the function g (ν ) then
the transmittance of the array of interferometers produces an interference pattern of
light intensity behind the array interferometer, which can be defined as
Ι κ = ∑ hυ ,k gυ

(eq. 48)

ν

To obtain the correct spectra of the incident light, the individual interferometers
should have a difference in optical thickness which is less than half the shortest
wavelength of the measured incident radiation. If a wedge or cylindrical
interferometer is used, the angle, φ, should be so small that the period of the
interference pattern for the shortest wavelength of interest is at least twice as large
as the distance between the detector array pixels.
It is important that the array interferometer is attached as closely as possible to
the detector, preferable directly onto the surface. The contrast of the interferogram
exiting on the reverse side of the array interferometer will quickly be attenuated
with distance. Other factors that greatly influence the attenuation include the angle
of incident light and the wedge angle, φ, in the case of a wedge. Another less
important factor is the spatial coherency of the light, which can be ignored when
the source is placed with sufficient distance, a few cms, from the interferometer.
For light with very short temporal coherency, most of the interference pattern
will exit through the thinnest part of the interferometer. Thus it is important to
make the thinnest step or part of the wedge as close to zero thickness as possible.
This can be difficult to achieve in practice, where materials and processing
techniques limit the thinness able to be produced for the interferometers. However,
it is interesting to note that an interferometer in which the thinnest part is not close
to zero can still be useful for measuring coherent sources such as lasers.
6.4.2 Evaluation of Multi Channel Fabry-Perot Interferometer
The interferometer array can be manufactured in different materials such as
glass, silica (SiO2) or Si. It can be a solid construction, where the material forms
the interferometer and the outer surfaces acts as mirrors, or it can be made with an
air gap where the inner surfaces act as mirrors. An alternative is to have two
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mirrors and fill the gap between with a material to make a more stable
construction.
The material should be reasonably transparent to the wavelength range the
spectrometer is designed for and have a suitable reflectance at the surfaces or
alternatively be coated in order to make adjustments for the reflectance. If the
surface reflectance is too high, second and higher order harmonics will start to
occur. The reflectance of Si coated mirrors has been measured over a wide spectral
range, see figure 43.

Figure 43: Measured reflectance for Si coated mirrors for a wide spectral range.

Experiments were performed partially in the VIS and in the NIR wavelength
range from 600-2500nm using an InGaAs array. A wedge, with an airgap, was
fabricated by combining two 25x75mm glass plates coated with 150Å of Si on the
inner surfaces to enhance reflection. The plates were separated by means of a piece
of 100µm Si to form a wedge with the angle 2mRad, see figure 44a.
In another setup, a cylindrical lens with radius 1000mm was placed on top of a
glass plate to form an interferometer. The curved side of the lens and the inner side
of the glass plate were coated with 150Å Si to enhance reflection, see figure 44b.
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Figure 44: Wedge shaped,(a), and cylindrically shaped,(b), model interferometers with air
gaps between interferometer mirrors.

This construction makes it easier to achieve zero thickness at the beginning of
the interferometer which is important for non coherent radiation. Because of the
geometry of the spherical interferometer, the pixel pitch should preferable vary
with a spherical function.

Figure 45: Spectra obtained from a 630 nm and a 1560 nm laser source simultaneously, (a)
and spectra of a 630 nm laser and a 940 nm LED source obtained
simultaneously (b).
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This is not the case for ordinary array pixel detectors, which vary linearly so this
has to be taken into account when performing signal processing.
A spectrum of an l560nm laser and a 630nm LED and a spectrum of a 630 nm
laser and a 940 nm LED obtained by the wedge interferometer setup with a XEVA
InGaAS detector with 256 pixels are shown in figure 45a and figure 45b
respectively.
6.4.3 FT Spectrometer using a PSD for readout
By using a PSD as a detector and scanning a slit, or alternatively scanning the
PSD, and combining this with an interferometer wedge it is possible to
manufacture a very compact and low cost spectrometer for the VIS wavelength
range. The problems usually associated with a scanning system can generally be
avoided by using a PSD. When obtaining the interferogram, both the position and
the intensity will be known for each measurement point. This significantly reduces
the demands placed on the scanning mechanism and a high precision scanning
mechanism is not necessary.

Figure 46: Drawing showing a wedge interferometer mounted on a PSD scanned behind a
stationary slit.

The spectrometer consists of an interferometer wedge mounted onto a PSD of
sufficient length.
The slit can be scanned between the PSD and interferometer wedge or it is
possible to mount the interferometer directly onto the PSD and scan the slit in front
of the PSD, or alternatively have a stationary slit and scan the
interferometer/detector unit behind the slit, see figure 46. This has the added
advantage that the light can be easily focused on the slit at all times during the
scan.
The two photocurrents, I1 and I2 are recorded by some suitable instrument and
are read into a computer for signal processing. A drawing of the setup is displayed
in figure 47.
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Figure 47: Drawing of a scanning spectrometer based on a multi channel wedge
interferometer and using a PSD for recording the interferogram.

The two photocurrents, I1 and I2 together provide the intensity as well as the
position of the interferogram for each measurement point when using eq. 27. The
photocurrents resulting from a scan with a HeNe laser as the light source are
displayed in figure 48 and which shows both the calculated position and
photocurrent.
When a PSD is used to record light of changing intensity it can be of
importance to take into account the possible position error caused by leakage
currents. As is shown in figures 12 and 13 the position error will be modulated
because of the relative change in photocurrent compared to the leakage current. If
the ratio of photocurrents and leakage current is very large this error will be
negligible but for smaller differences this can add parasitic components to the
resulting spectra. For example a PSD with a leakage current of 50nA, static
photocurrent of 9µA and with a modulation current of 1µA will have a deviation of
the order of 40µm, which is comparable to the typical measured interference
patterns. Generally it is possible to, at least partially, remove this nonlinearity by
deducting the leakage current from the measured photo current. In figure 49 an
acquired spectrum for a green DPSS laser is shown and this displays the primary
frequency doubled wavelength at 532nm from the KTP crystal and also the
1064nm primary lasing wavelength and the IR pump laser diode at 808nm. The
resolution for this spectrometer has presently been determined to be about 5nm but
it is possible to improve this further. There are possibilities for this type of
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spectrometer to be used for many applications where a very low cost, simple device
is desirable, for example in education or in industrial applications.

Figure 48: The resulting photocurrents from a PSD when a laser is incident on a wedge
interferometer and a slit is scanned between PSD and wedge.

Figure 49: Spectrum of a green laser obtained by the PSD based spectrometer where the
green component can be seen at 532nm as well as the pumping diode at 808nm
and the primary lasing wavelength of 1064nm.
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7

POROUS SILICON

Porous Silicon (PS) has attracted a great deal of attention since the discovery of
its photo luminescent behaviour. However, PS has also been used for various other
applications such as light emitting-diodes (LEDs), photo detectors and solar cells
[55][56]. From an industrial point of view the electroluminescent LEDs are of
much greater interest than the photo luminescent, which must be irradiated with
high energy photons. Solar cells can be manufactured with porous Si as an
antireflective coating to reduce productions costs. In addition, the use of PS and
micro structured Si for NIR photodiodes has been reported. This is an interesting
topic and could prove to be a promising method of manufacturing detectors in Si
for the NIR range. Measurements showing some interesting features have been
performed on some of the PS samples described in this work; see figure 54,
although the results are not of the standard reported in other recent works [57][58].
For such devices, it is important to make good metallic Ohmic contacts to the
PS in order to maximize the efficiency. For other applications it may be interesting
to fabricate Schottky contacts, buried contacts, barrier layers, etc. In these cases it
is generally advantageous to deposit metal that covers not only the surface of the
porous layer, but also the inside walls and the bottom of the pores. Electroless
deposition of Nickel (Ni) into the PS is a viable means of covering the inside of the
pore walls with metal. Compared to electron beam evaporation, electroless
deposition is isotropic and also has a much higher deposition rate. This makes
electroless deposition an effective method when a large area of the PS is required
to be covered.
7.1

FABRICATION

The fabrication of Porous Silicon (PS) is a comparatively simple process that
only requires a small amount of equipment. PS is formed by electrochemical
etching that takes place at the interface of the Si substrate. The chemical
dissolution reaction of Si involves hydrofluoric acid (HF) in the etching solution,
the Si substrate and positive charge carriers, holes (h+), which are necessary for the
chemical reaction to occur. Depending on the supply of h+, two different reactions
can occur. One of these involves the formation of PS where pores will be etched
down into the Si substrate and the other involves electro-polishing, which will
smoothly etch down the Si surface. Both n and p-type Si can be electrochemically
etched. Because h+ is the majority carrier in p-type Si, no extra h+ generation is
necessary, but for n-type Si h+ must be externally generated. Carriers can be
generated by injecting minority carriers, h+, by forming a p-n junction on the
reverse side of the n-type substrate or by photo generation. The most common
method is to use photo generation in which a suitable lamp is used to generate
electron-hole pairs (EHPs). The lamp should be able to provide photons with
energy, E, larger than the bandgap, Eg, of the semiconductor material that is
irradiated to produce EHPs via direct band-to-band transfer. For Si with Eg =
1.1eV this means that any visible light source is acceptable, and a halogen lamp is
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often used. Although the exact dissolution chemistry is still debated it is generally
accepted that holes, h+, are required for both PS formation and electro-polishing
[59].
Initially the Si surface is hydrogen terminated. For formation of porous Si, the
following reaction takes place. Si and F- ions form SiF2, involving only two charge
carriers h+. Then SiF2 is dissolved by HF molecules forming SiF4 and Hydrogen
gas,H2. The SiF4 is then finally dissolved in the solution to form the stable product
H2SiF6 [60]. For electro-polishing to occur, four charge carriers are required and
instead of forming SiF4, the SiF2 is dissolved by two extra charge carriers which
break the two last Si bonds.
The most important parameter controlling the etching is the current density. The
process involves negatively charged F- ions and positively charged holes, h+, from
the substrate. In the case of large current densities, the diffusion of F- to the Si
surface is slower than the h+ transport, so that holes are always waiting at the
surface when an F- ion arrives. In this case, any “hills” on the surface will have a
greater chance of receiving an ion, and therefore reducing irregularities on the
surface. This is the electro-polishing regime and will occur when the current
density is above a threshold value, see figure 50. When the current density is lower
than the threshold value, holes will arrive at the surface at a slower rate so that
sufficient amounts of F- ions are already available at the surface to recombine with
a hole at all times. Due to the electrical field distribution at the surface
irregularities, the chance that a hole will arrive and recombine at a “valley” is
greater. In this case more and more Si will be removed from the bottom of
“valleys” already formed and pores will start to propagate into the Si substrate.
This is the PS formation region shown in figure 50. The critical polishing current
can be calculated by the empirical expression eq. 49, given in [61].
3

J PS = Cc 2 ⋅ exp(− E a / kT )

(eq. 49)

where C = 3300 A/cm2, c = HF concentration in wt%, T = temperature in K, k =
8.62·10-5 eV/K and Ea = 0.345 eV.
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Figure 50: Typical J-V curve of p+ Si in dilute aqeous HF solution, where PS region is for
J<Jep and electro polishing region for J>Jep. From [59].

This equation also shows that the HF concentration and temperature are
important parameters in addition to the current for determining the critical current.
To manufacture PS with different pore morphologies, the parameters that are
adjustable are the current density, HF concentration and temperature.
Additionally, the type of Si substrate used, the resistivity and crystal orientation
will also influence the resulting porous structure.
Usually the current density is controlled by adjusting the applied bias voltage
and the temperature is retained at a uniform level. These parameters must be
balanced against each other so that the current density remains below the critical
current density calculated by eq. 49. Generally it is advisable not to have a current
density too close to the critical polishing current because a small shift in
temperature might push the reaction into the electro-polishing regime and thus
destroy the PS. In addition, PS manufactured in the lab for test purposes, both with
n and p-type Si and with different resistivities and different HF concentrations,
suggests that the use of eq. 49 is not always reliable and additional experimentation
is required in order to obtain satisfactory results.
In figure 51 the principle sketch of the setup used for manufacturing of PS for
this work is shown. It consists of an etch beaker in PVC, which is resistant to
hydrofluoric acid (HF). The bottom of the beaker has a threaded lid with a steel
plate in order to make contact with the reverse side of the wafer and to function as
the anode. A piece of Si wafer with aluminium (Al) evaporated as the reverse side
contact is mounted in the bottom of the beaker with connections from the anode to
the power supply. The beaker is then filled with etching solution and the cathode is
made up of a platinum (Pt) wire immersed in the solution and which forms the
contact to the power supply. The etching solution consists of HF, Deionized Water
(D.I) and ethanol. The ethanol is added as a wetting agent because of the
hydrophobic behaviour of Si. After mounting the sample, a bias voltage is applied,
preferable with a power supply that can deliver a constant current because during
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the etch process the resistivity of the setup may change and make it necessary to
adjust the bias voltage.

Figure 51: Sketch of etch setup used to manufacture Porous Silicon.

7.2

ELECTROLESS DEPOSITION OF NICKEL

In order to deposit thin metal films, contacts and other structures, electroless
deposition has been used for quite some time in the semiconductor industry. The
main advantage of electroless deposition, or electroless plating as it is also called,
compared to electrodeposition, is that the method does not require any power
supply and therefore there are no contacts to the object.
In this work three different Ni plating solutions were used. The first was a
commercial solution, Nickelex by the Transene Company. This is a premixed
solution, which is particularly specified for semiconductor use. It contains a small
amount of hypophosphite, approximately 1%. The two other Ni plating solutions
used were described by Feldstein and have the compositions described in [62].
7.2.1 Characterization by SEM
SEM was used to determine the morphology of the etched PS and the deposition
of Ni. In figure 52 a sample of PS after 15min anodic etching is shown and this is
then left in the etching solution with the biasing disconnected for an additional
45min. The topmost layer of Si with its cracks has disappeared and the pores can
be clearly seen. The pores are on average 20µm deep and 4µm in diameter.
The micrographs show that the samples plated with Ni containing P have metal
deposited in the majority of the pores all the way to the bottom as displayed in
figure 53.
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Figure 52: SEM micrograph showing topview of Porous Si after 15min anodic etching and
45min etching in bath with the current disconnected.

Figure 53: SEM micrograph showing cross section of Porous Si after electroless deposition
of Ni with hypophosphite.

7.2.2 Photo Response of p-type PS
To measure the photo response of PS, contacts were made on the front of the PS
and the Al contact on the reverse side used silver epoxy. The equipment used for
the response measurements was a Jobin-Yvon Triax 180 monochromator together
with a Tungsten-Halogen lamp. Filters were used to avoid harmonics in the
measured response.
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Figure 54: Responsivity measurement for a PS sample with and without bias and a
reference Si detector.

Measurements were taken on both the PS with electroless deposited Ni and the
PS with evaporated Ni and Al contacts. In addition, samples with different etch
parameters were tested, some with smaller pore structures and different depths of
the pores. The samples all showed very similar spectral responses and the
differences appeared to be in the amplitude, with deeper pores giving slightly
higher amplitudes. In figure 54 a typical responsivity measurement is shown for a
PS sample with Al contact with and without bias and a reference Si detector.
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8

SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS

Papers I, II, III and IV relate to chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and concern position sensitive
detectors. These include the fabrication and characterization of one and two
dimensional MOS type position sensitive detectors. In addition, the effect that
stress has on the linearity of position sensitive detectors is investigated.
Papers V, VI and VII relate to chapter 6 and describe the development of a
compact Fourier-transform spectrometer that can be closely integrated with a
detector and the use of position sensitive detectors in such compact spectrometers.
Paper VIII relate to chapter 7 and describes electroless deposition of Nickel into
p-type porous Silicon.
8.1

PAPER I

This paper describes the fabrication and characterization of a one dimensional
MOS type position sensitive detector. As a gate contact optically transparent
Indium Tin Oxide has been used.
8.2

PAPER II

This paper concerns measurements on lateral effect position sensitive detectors
to investigate the effect that mechanical stress can have on linearity. Stress can
arise when, for example, the detectors are mounted in capsules. It was shown that
mechanical stress can cause an uneven resistance change in the active area by the
Piezoresistance effect and thereby increases the position nonlinearity.
8.3

PAPER III

This paper describes the fabrication and characterization of a two dimensional
MOS type tetra-lateral position sensitive detector. It was shown that the
nonlinearity in the centre of the detector was in parity with commercial tetra lateral
detectors.
8.4

PAPER IV

This paper describes the fabrication of 45mm and 60mm one dimensional MOS
type position sensitive detectors and an investigation of the causes of the rather
high nonlinearity experienced during measurements of the detectors in paper I. The
conclusion is that stress arising in the indium tin oxide gate is responsible for the
nonlinearity and that a correctly performed heat treatment can reduce the
nonlinearity considerably.
8.5

PAPER V

In this paper a compact Fourier-Transform spectrometer utilizing a wedge
shaped interferometer is described. In this case it is shown that it is possible to
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construct a very compact spectrometer by integrating the wedge interferometer
with an array detector.
8.6

PAPER VI

This paper describes the principle and first results of a compact UV-VIS
spectrometer using the interferometer wedge described in paper V and a position
sensitive detector used for interferogram readout. The benefit of using a position
sensitive detector is that it is possible to obtain a large number of measurement
points. Although a scanning slit is used the position is accurately known for each
measurement point extracted from the PSD without the necessity for a high
precision scanning mechanism.
8.7

PAPER VII

In this case, a larger investigation of a compact spectrometer based on an array
interferometer and a position sensitive detector is described. Here, the
interferometer is placed directly on the PSD and the slit on the outside which gives
a more compact instrument. The spectrometer is characterized by a variety of
sources and the effect caused by the leakage current can have on high resolution
position determination with changing light intensity is investigated. A spectral
resolution of 5nm is reached.
8.8

PAPER VIII

Manufacturing of Nickel Silicide contacts in porous Silicon. X-ray diffraction
shows that both NiSi and Ni2S have been formed after heat treatment. I-V
characteristics of the contacts show that both ohmic and rectifying contacts can be
achieved.
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THESIS SUMMARY

The work presented in this thesis has dealt with the development, processing
and characterization of position sensitive detectors in addition to the development
of compact and cost effective spectrometers. Also some development of deposition
of metal in porous silicon has been done.
A type of PSD based on the MOS principle and using indium tin oxide as a gate
contact has been developed and characterized, both one and two dimensional.
This type of detector does not have a p-n junction as its active area but instead
utilizes the MOS principle where an induced channel forms beneath the gate oxide
in the surface of the Si substrate when a suitable gate bias is applied. Indium tin
oxide was used as a gate contact because of its good optical and electrical
properties.
At first a one dimensional position sensitive detector was processed. The first
measurements showed that the linearity was not as good as expected and it was
suspected that stress induced by the gate contact could be the reason for the high
nonlinearity.
Investigations on p-n junction lateral effect position sensitive detectors
subjected to externally induced stress showed that stress in the active layer can
cause an uneven change in the resistance by the Piezoresistance effect and thereby
a position nonlinearity.
Subsequent investigations made on MOS type PSDs with differences in gate
thicknesses and heat treatment lead to the conclusion that the indium tin oxide gate
is responsible for inducing a substantial stress in the surface of the substrate
beneath the gate thus giving rise to position nonlinearity.
The annealing step made after electron beam evaporation of the indium tin
oxide to improve the optical and electrical properties was determined to be critical
to the linearity of the detectors. It is believed that densification and crystallization
of the indium tin oxide plays a role in the stress evolution.
If a correctly timed heat treatment is performed the one dimensional detectors
have nonlinearity in parity with the best commercial position sensitive detectors.
The two dimensional tetra lateral MOS type position sensitive detector that was
fabricated was shown to have a good linearity. In the middle of the active area it is
at leas in parity with commercial detectors.
Additionally, development of very small, compact and cost effective
spectrometers has been performed with the aim of constructing devices for use in
the process industry. In such places, which often have difficult environments with
vibrations, changing temperatures and high humidity, rugged and insensitive
instruments are required.
The development of a wedge shaped array of Fabry-Perot interferometers that
can be mounted directly on top of a detector makes it possible to construct a very
compact spectrometer with a minimum of optics. By internal reflection and
transmission, the interferometer will form an interferogram that is recorded by the
detector. This wedge interferometer has been evaluated with array pixel detectors,
both for the infrared and the visible wavelength range, as well as with position
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sensitive detectors. When used with a position sensitive detector it is necessary to
use a slit to record the intensity of the interferogram at many points over the
detector, equivalent to pixels on an array detector. Usually the use of moving parts
in a spectrometer means that there is a requirement to use high precision scanning
mechanisms and calibration. By using a position sensitive detector for the
interferogram readout, both the position and the intensity are known for every
measurement point and this thus minimizes the demands placed on the scanning
system.
When evaluating the wedge interferometer, among other detectors, an InGaAs
array with a cut-off wavelength of 2.5µm suitable for NIR spectroscopy was used.
The spectrometer developed using a Silicon position sensitive detector is
useable for ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy. This is used for the determination of
elements and organic compounds. Generally, absorption analysis is conducted on
solutions which have added complexing agents in order to achieve colour shifts in
the UV-VIS spectral range, and thus this method is more suitable for laboratory
analysis.
9.1

FUTURE WORK – SOME SUGGESTIONS

Optimization of the contact layout of the two dimensional tetra lateral MOS
position sensitive detector could be of interest. Previously, it has been shown by
several researchers that by adapting the geometrical layout, for example as in the
pin-cushion type, and resistance of the contacts of tetra lateral PSDs the linearity
can be improved.
There have been attempts to increase the linearity of p-n junction tetra lateral
position sensitive detectors by placing MOS switches in front of the contacts to
turn off two of the contacts while measuring the other two and vice-versa [63]. A
design for the MOS type PSD in which different biasing of the gate contact
provided the ability to switch the contacts on and off in turn would be one means
of improving the design.
Further development of methods to manufacture the wedge interferometer
directly on detectors could be done in order to simplify the manufacturing process.
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